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We demonstrate through simulations and experiments that a perforated metallic film, with
subwavelength perforation dimensions and spacing, deposited on a substrate with a sufficiently
large dielectric constant, can develop a broad-band frequency window where the transmittance of
light into the substrate becomes essentially equal to that in the film absence. We show that the
location of this broad-band extraordinary optical transmission window can be engineered in a wide
frequency range (from IR to UV), by varying the geometry and the material of the perforated film
as well as the dielectric constant of the substrate. This effect could be useful in the development of
transparent conducting electrodes for various photonic and photovoltaic devices.VC 2013 American
Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4795151]
It has been demonstrated that a subwavelength perfo-
rated metallic film (SPMF) can, surprisingly, not only trans-
mit light but can do it very efficiently.1–5 This extraordinary
optical transmittance (EOT) is extraordinary for two reasons.
First, EOT occurs even when the perforation dimensions are
much smaller than the light wavelength, which seemingly
violates conventional wave optics.6 Second, the fraction of
light transmitted exceeds fraction of surface area covered by
perforation. This indicates that light falling on the metallic
surface in-between perforations is channeled through neigh-
boring perforations. EOT can be mediated by the surface
plasmon polaritons (SPP) coupled to the external radiation
via grating effect (Umklapp).1 However, it was demonstrated
that this mechanism cannot explain EOT in some cases of
perforated films with complex perforation geometries.7
Instead, in this case, SPMF can be considered as an effective
plasmonic medium, which consists of an array of parallel
waveguides (perforations), and its effective dielectric
function has (in the simplest model) the plasma Drude form





where c is the speed of light in vacuum, a is the perforation
size, and eb is the dielectric constant of the background.
8,9 In
this effective medium picture, EOT is the induced transpar-
ency of the “plasma” above the effective plasma frequency
xp. In another effective medium approach, the dielectric
function of SPMF can be quantitatively estimated by first
considering its Babinet complementary pattern (an array of
isolated metallic islands) and then transforming it back to the
perforation array.10,11 It was shown that this method is
equivalent to the parallel waveguide approach.8,9,12 Here, we
demonstrate an aspect of EOT not mentioned before: the
SPMF deposited on a substrate with sufficiently large
permittivity develops a broad-band frequency window,
where the transmittance of light into the substrate becomes
essentially equal to that without the film.
A simple model captures the main features of this effect
and illustrates the importance of large dielectric constant of
the substrate. Consider first a planar dielectric film with thick-
ness tf k (wavelength in vacuum) and the dielectric constant
ef, deposited at a planar interface between vacuum and an
infinitely thick substrate with the dielectric constant esub (see
Fig. 1(a)). For simplicity, we assume here that all dielectrics
are lossless, and that all electromagnetic waves propagate per-
pendicular to the interfaces. The relative change in transmit-




1 a ; (1)
where T and T0 are the transmittances into the substrate with
and without the dielectric film, respectively (see Fig. 1(a)),
and






1 < ef < esub: (3)
a is positive and thus s is greater than 1. This implies T > T0,
i.e., that the presence of the film actually improves the trans-
parency. This is the well-known effect of the dielectric con-
stant grading (DCG) in dielectric film stacks, employed
often to improve wave propagation through interfaces
between media with large dielectric constant contrast. Here,
T > T0 implies also R < R0, and so DCG acts somewhat sim-
ilar to the anti-reflection coating (ARC). However, in con-
trast to ARC, it is not a result of a destructive interference,
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which normally requires tf to be of order k, to match the
phase. Note that unless ef is singular, a which is of the order
of ðtf=kÞ2 is small, and thus s  1. To continue with model
calculations, we now assume that SPMF can be treated as
the simple dielectric film of Fig. 1(a), but with a frequency
dependent ef. This indeed is possible
10,16 and for lossless
SPMF this effective dielectric function is






where eb is the background dielectric constant, xi are the plas-
monic resonant frequencies, and Ai are the oscillator strengths.
The resonance with highest frequency occurs for x ¼ xN. A
sketch of ef vs x is shown in Fig. 1(b). In contrast to the case
of a simple dielectric, here ef diverges near the poles (plas-
monic resonances) and consequently so does a (given by
Eq. (2)). As a result, s is expected to approach zero at the
poles but can be large in-between the resonances in the EOT
windows, approximately given by the DCG condition (Eq.
(3)), and shown as the shaded areas in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c).
Fig. 1(c) shows a sketch of s for this model structure,
but with losses included. This can be accomplished by sim-
ply allowing the dielectric constants to become complex in
the analysis above. In this case, Eq. (4) must be modified by
replacing x2 with x(x þ i c), where c is the loss factor. The
resulting equations lose their simplicity, but the main effect
of the losses is simply to smooth-out the singularities and
reduce s. Also, even though Eq. (3) is no longer valid, it can
still be used (with real parts of ef and esub) as a rough guide
of the EOT window location; note that the shaded areas coin-
cide with the maxima of s in Fig. 1(c). Fig. 1(c) confirms
qualitatively all conclusions, which can be drawn from
Fig. 1(b). In particular it is clear that the EOT windows have
different widths, but that the widest is the one for frequencies
higher than xN (highest plasmonic resonance). Thus, if
maximum width of the EOT window is desired, all plas-
monic resonances must be engineered to occur below the
required frequency window.
This engineering can be achieved by changing the film
geometry (e.g., perforation shapes and dimensions, period,
thickness) and material (e.g., Ag, Au, Al), as well as by
choosing the dielectric environment of the SPMF (e.g., esub).
Of particular importance is the effect of esub. First, it is clear
from the condition (3) that esub directly controls the width of
the EOT window, which linearly increases with esub. Second,
increasing esub reduces the frequencies of all plasmonic
resonances, since it increases the dielectric constant of the
environment eenv of the electrons in SPMF, and all the reso-





To verify the above conclusions, we have developed a
series of samples containing various SPMF structures,
involving different metals as well as transparent and opaque
substrates. Subsequently, a series of experiments of optical
transmittance have been performed, as well as corresponding
simulations, based on the finite difference time domain
(FDTD) method. The SPMFs were made by applying the
nanosphere lithography.17,18 Polystyrene (PS) latex spheres
(dispersed in water) with submicron diameters were dis-
persed in an ethanol-water solution and slowly applied to a
water surface in a Petri dish using a glass pipet. A self-
assembly of the spheres on the water surface formed a hex-
agonal closed-packed, monolayer with very low defect
density, which was subsequently deposited onto clean sub-
strates by evaporation of the water. Subsequently, the
spheres were attached to the substrate surfaces, and their
diameters had been reduced by means of reactive ion etching
(100% O2). Afterwards, the obtained structure served as a
mask for deposition of metallic films. The metallic films
were deposited on top of a 2 nm thick Ti buffer layer by
means of electron-beam evaporation at a base pressure of
107 millibars. Subsequently, PS spheres were removed by
thermal and chemical treatment. The last step of the prepara-
tion included the cleaning and rinsing of the surface with
propanol and drying under Ar flow. In the FDTD
simulation,19–21 metallic films with hexagonal hole arrays of
different radii were positioned on semi-infinite substrates.
Power fluxes were monitored at the SPMF/substrate interface
to determine the transmittance into the substrate at each
wavelength. Perfectly matched layer boundary conditions
were used in the vertical direction to prevent unphysical scat-
tering at the edge of the simulation unit cell. Periodic bound-
ary conditions were applied to in-plane dimensions of the
unit cell to simulate the infinite large films. Published experi-
mental data were used for all dielectric functions.22,23
The results for all these samples confirm the conclusions
above, and we show here selected experimental-simulation
results, which demonstrate this. The first result shown is for
a structure with SPMF with hexagonal array of circular per-
forations (a ¼ 460 nm diameter, the spacing between holes
l¼ 756 nm) made in 50 nm thick gold film on a sapphire
substrate (esub¼ 3). The transmittance of sapphire and the
gold SPMF on it were recorded from far field measurements
in Perkin Elmer photo-spectrometer with an incident angle
of 0 in respect to the normal of the surface. The measured,
FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the model structures (b) Sketch of a typical effec-
tive dielectric function ef versus frequency, for a typical (lossless) SPMF
model, given by Eq. (4). (c) Sketch of the normalized transmittance s versus
frequency, for a SPMF model with dielectric losses included. The shaded
regions represent the condition (3) and thus approximate locations of the
EOT windows. Note that the “broadest” EOT window occurs for x > xN.
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normalized transmittance s for this structure is shown by
cyan-solid squares in Fig. 2(a). The corresponding FDTD
simulation is represented by the cyan-solid curve and is in
excellent agreement with the experiment. The pronounced
peak at 0.9 eV corresponds to the first EOT window in the
vicinity of the longitudinal plasmon (where ef is vanishing).
The deep minimum at 1.1 eV, on the other hand, represents
the trapped plasmonic resonance at x1. To show the univer-
sality of the transmittance properties (including the line-
shape), we present in Fig. 2(a) also the result taken from the
Ref. 24, for SPMF with similar hexagonal array of circular
perforations in 50 nm silver film on glass (esub ¼ 2.3), with
similar spacing between holes (l ¼ 400 nm), but with very
small perforations (a ¼ 196 nm). The strongly reduced diam-
eter of the perforations (holes) leads to increased frequency
of all resonances, which scale roughly as 1/a. In particular,
the x1 plasmonic resonance (minimum of s) occurs now at
2.2 eV, i.e., approximately by a factor of 2 higher, than
the resonance for the gold SPMF (cyan-solid squares and
line), in agreement with the expected scaling. The
experimental result is again in agreement with the FDTD
simulation. Since this is the first EOT window, it is necessar-
ily narrow (comparable to the gold SPMF case), as expected.
To engineer a much broader EOT window, we have
designed a SPMF structure, again with a hexagonal array of
circular perforations in 50 nm silver film, with a ¼ 420 nm
and l ¼ 470 nm, but deposited on a crystalline silicon (c-Si)
substrate, which has a very large dielectric constant
(esub 16). FDTD simulations for this structure, shown in
Fig. 2(a) as black-solid curve, confirm that in this case the
EOT window is very broad (with s > 0.7 in 1.5 eV < hx <
3 eV). This is expected, since with the very large esub, all
plasmonic resonances are strongly renormalized below 1.5
eV, and thus the range shown represents the last (and thus
very broad) EOT window for x > xN.
To demonstrate this very broad EOT window experimen-
tally, an ultra-thin substrate is required to allow for a direct
measurement of the transmittance. Accordingly, we have de-
posited SPMF with the designed geometry (as in the simula-
tions above) on an ultra-thin c-Si substrate, of only 5lm
thickness (p-type c-Si wafer, double side polished to true mir-
ror quality, University Wafer). The SEM image of this struc-
ture is shown in Fig. 2(b). Such an ultra-thin c-Si substrate
remains transparent in a large frequency range of the visible
spectrum, allowing the direct measurements. The transmit-
tance of the ultra-thin silicon and SPMF on it was measured
with the EQE system QE-PV-Si, Oriel, Newport, USA. The
results are shown in Fig. 2(a) as the black-solid squares. In
spite of a relatively large scatter of the data at high frequen-
cies, due to the reduced transmission signal through the sub-
strate, the agreement with the simulations is good and
demonstrates the presence of the very broad EOT window in
the expected frequency range. In fact, the measured EOT
window is even better than the simulated one, with s > 0.9 in
the entire measured range (1.5 eV<x< 2.25 eV).
This demonstrated possibility of engineering the EOT win-
dow is of practical importance. For instance, it could help in
the development of transparent conducting electrodes for pho-
tonics and photovoltaics. In fact, the unusual good performance
of the recently developed solar cell with SPMF, similar to
ours,25 could be related or even directly caused by the large
dielectric constant of the substrate and similar mechanism.
Finally, our simulations (not shown here) demonstrate that this
effect can be further enhanced (increased s and the bandwidth
of the EOT window) by combining SPMF with the conven-
tional ARC, made of an optically thick dielectric film.
In conclusion, we study theoretically and experimentally
transmittance through SPMF structures with various geome-
tries and material combinations. We demonstrate with calcu-
lations, simulations, and experiments that an enhanced,
broad-band EOT window can be engineered for a SPMF, by
structure engineering and by employing substrates with large
dielectric constant. This enhanced broad-band EOT can be
further enhanced by combining with the conventional ARC
and could be used to develop transparent and electrically
conducting electrodes for photonics and photovoltaics.
The work performed at Boston College and University
of Houston is funded by the U.S. Department of Energy
under Contract No. DOE DEFG02- 00ER45805 (Z.F.R.).
FIG. 2. (a) FDTD simulated (solid curves) and measured (solid squares) nor-
malized transmittance s of three SPMFs, each with a hexagonal array of
holes: color cyan—(a ¼ 460 nm, l ¼ 756 nm, tf ¼ 50 nm) gold film on a
sapphire substrate; color orange—(a ¼ 196 nm, l ¼ 400 nm, tf ¼ 50 nm)
silver film on a glass substrate (taken from Ref. 24); color black—
(a¼ 420 nm, l ¼ 470 nm, tf ¼ 50 nm) silver film on a c-Si substrate. (b)
SEM image of the silver SPMF on an ultra-thin c-Si substrate.
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